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School:

A) A Profile of Creative Thinking Scores.  Standard scores are provided for total scores in each of the dimensions of 
creativity assessed by the TTCT. Separate by grade, standard scores are reported on a scale with a mean of 100 and a standard
deviation of 20.  In the profile below, percentile ranks associated with such standard scores in a normal distribution are given 
to serve as interpretive guidelines.  Local percentile ranks have also been provided for ready comparisons within your group.
Following is the profile for Den O.
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While it is logical to focus upon the average, it is important to consider all scores, to see what they tell about the creative 
potential of Den O.

B) Checklist of Creative Strengths.  After regular scoring, scorers review each booklet for evidence of special creative 
strengths.  A rating of ** is given for repeated evidence of a strength (usually 3 or more times); a rating of * is given for some
evidence (usually 1 or 2 times); and a blank is given in the absence of evidence.  A blank need not mean absence of strength, 
but rather absence of evidence of the strength in these figures.  Following are ratings on creative strengths for Den O.

* Emotional Expressiveness (in drawings, titles)
** Storytelling Articulateness (context, environment)
** Movement or action (running, dancing, flying, falling, etc.)
  Expressiveness of Titles
  Synthesis of Incomplete Figures (combination of 2 or more)
  Synthesis of Lines (form A) or Circles (form B) (Combinations)
** Unusual Visualization (above, below, at angle, etc.)
** Internal Visualization (inside, cross section, etc.)
** Extending or Breaking Boundaries
  Humor (in titles, captions, drawings, etc.)
** Richness of Imagery (variety, vividness, strength, etc.)
** Colorfulness of Imagery (excitingness, earthiness, etc.)
* Fantasy (figures in myths, fairy tales, science fiction, etc.)

C) The Creativity Index. An index, found to serve well as an overall indicator of creative potential, is found by pooling the
creative strength ratings and the average standard score from the profile.  Below is the index for Den O.

103Creativity index: 31Natl %-ile:

D) Part-score Information.  Total scores are usually sufficient for the TTCT.  For those wishing more detail, raw scores
for each dimension within each activity are given below:
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